
 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Vivian Nixon has become an important and 
substantive cultural critic through her writing and 
speaking. With her searing prose, penetrating 
words, and inspiring and creative voice, she not 
only illuminates the many challenges that exist in 
our society but she also at once continues to 
uncover where educational and intellectual 
delights are lurking all around us. Dr. Douglas E. 
Wood, Director,  Aspen Institute Criminal Justice Reform 
Initiative 
 
“Vivian has been a driver of Square One's work... 
Her influence has pushed our staff and network of 
experts to think differently about how and why we 
must reckon with the role of race and racism - past 
and present - as we grapple with the future of 
justice and equity.” 
Katharine Huffman, Executive Director, Square One 
Project  
 
“When the prison gates closed behind me, I faced a 
future in which I must always prove my human 
dignity and my worth. Sadly, I had learned the need 
to prove my worth as a Black girl child navigating 
systems that were blind to my needs and my 
abilities.” Vivian D. Nixon 

REV. VIVIAN D. NIXON 
Thought Leader, Speaker, Writer 

 
Vivian D. Nixon is the Writer in Residence of The 
Square One Project at Columbia Justice Lab where 
transforming justice systems is about more than 
ending a system of mass criminalization and 
incarceration. It’s about creating equity across systems 
of wellbeing in its place. 
 
Recently rewired , Vivian was Executive Director of 
College & Community Fellowship (CCF). She left prison 
in 2001 and joined CCF as a student and embraced 
started work as its lead organizer in 2004. CCF’s asset-
based approach has helped thousands of women with 
convictions access to higher education. Many became 
advocates, adding passion and proof to the campaign 
to restore tuition aid to incarcerated college students. 
 
An ordained African Methodist Episcopal minister, 
Vivian believes in the power of redemption. 
Imprisonment and racialized trauma drive her to seek 
wellbeing for all people who live under oppression. 
 
Centering formerly incarcerated Black women in 
stories of harm, healing, and leadership, Vivian writes 
to reveal the unique wisdom these women offer to a 
world that has often overlooked their worth.  
 
In 2021, Bard College granted Vivian an Honorary 
Doctorate in Humane Letters and named her Senior 
Faculty Advisor to Bard Microcollege for Just 
Community Leadership in Harlem, New York. She has 
received the John Jay Medal for Justice and fellowships 
from the Ascend Program at the Aspen Institute, Open 
Society Foundations, the Pen America Writing for 
Justice Program, and the Center on African American 
Religion, Sexual Politics and Social Justice at Columbia 
University. Vivian is also a board level advisor to 
JustLeadershipUSA and the Aspen Institute’s Criminal 
Justice Reform Initiative. 

https://www.aspeninstitute.org/our-people/douglas-wood/
https://www.aspeninstitute.org/our-people/douglas-wood/
https://www.aspeninstitute.org/our-people/douglas-wood/
https://justicelab.columbia.edu/people/katharine-huffman
https://justicelab.columbia.edu/people/katharine-huffman
http://www.viviannixon.com/


 

 

BOOKING: 
In person events are limited through 2021. 
Inquire for virtual rates. 

 
Keynote Address 
Panel Speaker (up to 2 hours) 
Panel Moderator (up to 2 hours) 
Seminar, Half-day (3 hours) * 
Seminar, Full day (6 hours) * 
One Hour Workshop 
 
*Final rates depend on number of participants, 
lede time, and additional staff required. 

 
 
 

 
$10,000 
$  3,500 
$  5,000 
$  6,000 
$10,000 
$  2,000 
 

CONTACT: 
For more information and to book Vivian for your next event, please inquire: 
 

 
Phone: 646-657-0078 
 
Email: booking@viviannixon.com 
 
Online: www.viviannixon.com 
 

 

TOPICS 
Diversity  | Inspiration | Education | Equity in Justice | Redemption and Restoration 
 
Structural Racism, the Impact on Descendants of Enslaved Black People.  The trending discourse on 
equity and inclusion is broad. These talks center Blackness. 

Sample Title 
Racism is personal: Introspection is the first step to antiracism. 

Black Women’s Every Day Lives in politics, education, healthcare, employment, philanthropy, justice, 
and culture in the United States of America is its own thing. Waking moments are consumed with 
hypervigilance about everything from hair to patterns of speech. Conversations across cultures can 
aid mutual understanding and reduce stress levels for all. 

Sample Titles 
Still Broken: How freedom feels in the shadow of injustice. 
Soulful Wisdom: Navigating the edge of despair in the worst of times. 
When You Don’t See Us: It’s not our invisibility, It’s your blindness. 

Uprooting the United States Criminal Legal System.  Restorative alternatives to uphold a social 
contract and foster wellbeing are the North Star. But specific ideas are not aligned, even among 
groups that share values. Allied groups will uproot unjust systems when they agree that everyone 
has to give up something. 

Sample Titles 
Education as Freedom Struggle: A Strategy for Decarceration 
Love in the Midst of Resistance: Non-violence is not surrender. 

Soul Fuel on the Journey to Justice.  A contemplative inner life encourages people on the front lines of 
the struggle to embrace self-care and exercise thoughtfulness in the care of others.  

Sample Titles 
Spiritual Struggles, Political Consequences 
Dances with Broken Bones 

mailto:booking@viviannixon.com
http://www.viviannixon.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/viviandnixon/
https://www.instagram.com/viviannixonww/
https://twitter.com/Vivian_D_Nixon
https://www.chronicle.com/article/their-stories-helped-lift-a-26-year-ban-on-pell-grants-for-prisoners
https://youtu.be/7D0N101e2wI?t=1368
https://youtu.be/HtRzZ3XUW6k?t=2599

